Got Soccer Registration Events / Academy Competition Level.
Got Soccer uses “Events” as the vehicle for teams to enter tournaments and leagues.
Teams can be in multiple leagues (league events) at the same time, and also be entered
into multiple tournaments. Players can be in multiple “Programs” which are used in the
Got Soccer extended version.
However, a player may only be in one registration event per year for the purposes of
rosters and passes, unless he goes through the process of being released and transferred to
a new affiliate. Some clubs have created multiple registration events within their registrar
tab, and have registered players on teams in these different registration events and
produced official state rosters and passes. This causes loss of data needed to track transfer
status, and produces documents that “look” real, but are not created from genuine data.
Any affiliate who has created multiple registration events, and has had players and teams
enter more than one registration event, needs to contact Cheryl Pacheco at
cpacheco@fysa.com that we can try to determine their status. This is important if any of
the teams or players are involved in State Cup.
It is permissible for a club to have different registration events for different groups of
teams, such as a competitive registration event, and a recreational event. All comp teams
are in one event, and the rec teams are in the other, That is fine, since players and teams
are not in both at the same time, and players can transfer from one event to the other. Got
Soccer is attempting to create for next season one registration event at the state level that
can be accessed by all affiliates, so that affiliates do not have to create registration events.
Affiliates will have access only to their teams and rosters.
If any club is running into a situation where they feel the need to create a “roster” other
than the Official State Roster, please contact Cheryl Pacheco at cpacheco@fysa.com
for advice. The Got Soccer system is set up so that it has multi functionality options, so
that it can be used by many different state associations. Many of these state associations
register and track players differently than Florida, so we cannot turn off features that will
allow registrars to violate FYSA rules.
There also seems to be some confusion regarding the term “Academy” and its use as a
competition level in Got Soccer. FYSA has an Academy approval process, and has
posted on the website the Approved Academies, and they are the only ones who can use
the Academy competition level. Here is a link to the posted memo.
http://www.fysa.com/coachingresources/353169.html
Listed below are the only clubs that can use the Academy Competition level in Got
Soccer. Any other club that has used that level needs to change it to the appropriate level
based on FYSA rules. In most cases that will be competitive, since the players have
participated in competitive leagues or tournaments. THE TEAM CODE DOES NOT
CHANGE, please just correct the competition level.

2010-2011 Accredited Clubs
Region A - Plantation Futbol Club
Region B - Florida Soccer Alliance, Westside Soccer Club
Region C - Sarasota United, West Pasco Futbol Club
Region D - Warner Soccer Academy

